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Abstract. Most of the discussion about fiscal stimulus focuses on the multiplier of government spending on impact. In this paper we shift the focus to the multiplier at the end, i.e. to the period in which a deficit spending program terminates. We show that recent time series analyses as well as economic models of different schools of thought predict that the multiplier turns negative before spending expires. This means that aggregate output at the time of expiry of fiscal stimulus is predicted to be lower than it could be without deficit spending. We set up a simple model that explains this phenomenon. Using phase diagram analysis we prove that the aggregate capital stock at the time of expiry of fiscal stimulus is lower than it would be without the deficit spending program. This fact explains why aggregate output is below its laissez faire level as well. We then calibrate an extended version of the model for the US and demonstrate how fiscal stimulus slows down recovery from a recession in the medium-run.
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1. **Introduction**

The recent economic recession has resuscitated the discussion about the aggregate effects of fiscal stimulus and has inspired novel research on the output multiplier of government spending. While most of the literature is purely quantitative, we would like to continue a line of papers, which tried to make a general, theoretical point about the impact of government spending (Hall, 1980, Barro, 1981, Aiyagari et al. 1992, Baxter and King, 1993, Hall, 2009, Angeletos and Panousi, 2009).\(^1\)

The earlier theoretical literature investigated whether the output multiplier of a temporary increase of government expenditure can exceed that of a permanent increase and whether and how the multiplier can be greater than one. We take up the discussion with a different twist and a novel insight. Shifting the focus from the impact multiplier to the moment of termination of an expenditure program we provide an explanation for the frequently observed phenomenon that aggregate output falls short of its laissez-faire level before a fiscal stimulus program expires.

Although the full story is more complex (see Section 3) the basic mechanism generating a negative multiplier at time of expiry is straightforwardly explained. When a deficit spending program is implemented, the added supply of government bonds exceeds the added need for savings. Consequently, households restructure their portfolio and save more in terms of bonds and less in terms of investment in private capital. This process continues as long as the deficit spending program is operative, implying that when the fiscal stimulus expires the aggregate capital stock is smaller than before. This in turn explains why output is lower than it could be without fiscal stimulus.

Identifying empirically the multiplier at time of expiry of a government shock turns out to be difficult for at least two reasons. First, by way of construction, VAR analysis assumes that government expenditure shocks phase out gradually. Consequently, VAR researchers usually focus on multipliers at impact, at peak, or at a certain time interval after the initial shock. Second, and perhaps more importantly, the literature has not yet converged towards a univocal method of identification of government shocks and thus provides different results for identical countries and periods of observation (for a survey, see Ramey, 2011a). Fortunately, Ramey (2011b) provided a comparison of results for the most popular identification methods, standard VAR and news-based identification (EVAR).

Figure 1, taken from Ramey (2011b), shows how US GDP responses to government spending under the alternative identification methods. Ramey’s article focuses on the impact and early phase of fiscal

---

\(^1\) Some ideas and results of the present paper were disseminated in an earlier Discussion Paper, Strulik and Trimborn (2009).
Figure 1: Output Response to Government Expenditure: VAR (left) vs. EVAR

Left panel: shock identified by traditional VAR. Right panel: shock identified by news variables. Source: Ramey (2011b).

stimulus and explains the drastic difference between the impulse responses in this regard. From the perspective of the present paper, however, the visually arresting feature is that impulse responses do not differ much across methods at the end of the period of observation. Strictly speaking, a window of 20 quarters is too small to make inferences with significance because the upper confidence band has not yet crossed the zero line. But if we define as the end of fiscal stimulus the moment when the point estimate hits the zero line, we would conclude (in agreement with Ramey) that, irrespective of the method of shock identification, fiscal stimulus expires after about 4 years. The implied prediction is that GDP falls below zero (the laissez-faire output) after about 3 years (left hand side) or 2 years (right hand side). In other words, GDP falls below laissez-faire level when the fiscal stimulus program is still active.

Given the uncertainty entailed by VAR estimates, in particular at longer lags (i.e. around what would be the “time of expiry” of spending plans with a given end), it is particularly useful that the undershooting behavior of GDP after a spending shock is supported by economic theory. Interestingly, the theoretical support appears to be independent from the underlying “school of thought”.

2
We next corroborate this claim by investigating how a government spending shock affects output in two popular business cycle models: The Baxter and King (1993) model and the Smets and Wouters (2007) model. The Baxter-King model is the seminal contribution investigating government behavior in the real business cycle framework and the Smets-Wouters model reached a kind of state-of-the-art status in the New-Keynesian community. In order to compare the effect of government spending on output for these two methodologically polar cases we take the benchmark calibration of both models as it was suggested in the corresponding original papers and apply the same government spending shock.\(^2\)

Our government spending shock follows the time path reported by Ramey (2011b) when war dates were used for identification. Basically, we assume that the spending shock follows the timing identified by Ramey (in the upper right panel of Figure 1 or Figure IV of Ramey, 2011b, respectively) but we measure it in percent deviation from steady-state output and normalize the peak at one percent. Measuring government shocks this way turned out to be useful in quantitative business cycles exercises (e.g. Cogan et al., 2010) because the impact of government spending on GDP can be immediately read off the impulse responses, as in Figure 2.

Furthermore we make two mild modifications in order to clearly establish our main point. First, we ignore that, according to Ramey, government spending is slightly negative initially and set instead spending to zero for an initial period of one quarter. This adjustment rules out distracting effects from negative spending. It means that the spending program is known for one quarter before it becomes active. Second, we assume that spending terminates after 20 quarters, i.e. when Ramey’s point estimate hits the zero line (and then undershoots and fades out as time goes to infinity). We make this adjustment to better represent actual fiscal stimuli, which usually have a finite time of expiry. To summarize, spending starts in period 2, peaks after about 6 quarters, declines subsequently, and terminates after 20 quarters. The spending shock is shown by dashed lines in Figure 2.

Solid lines in Figure 2 show the response of GDP to the government spending shock predicted by the Baxter-King model (left hand side) and the Smets-Wouters model (right hand side). Both models predict a very different response of GDP on impact, a fact that is well known from the literature. A so far ignored phenomenon is that both models basically agree to what happens around the time of

\(^2\) We implemented the Baxter-King model as calibrated in the original article (“Benchmark Model with Basic Government Purchases” from Table 1, p. 320) and solved for adjustment dynamics using the relaxation algorithm (Trimborn et al., 2008). For the Smets-Wouters model we used the model’s implementation in the Dynare model database, see Wieland et al. (2012) and http://www.macromodelbase.com.
expiry of fiscal stimulus. GDP falls below its steady state level about one year before fiscal stimulus expires. From then onwards GDP recovers very slowly from below towards the steady state (the laissez faire level). In the Smets-Wouters case the fall below laissez faire level happens a bit later and the downfall is somewhat harder but these are small differences in comparison to the models’ prediction for the initial phase of fiscal stimulus. The fact that both models basically agree at the time of expiry of the spending program is perhaps not surprising since in the medium run, with vanishing role for the various frictions, the “neoclassical features” dominate the performance of the new-Keynesian model. In the context of the present paper this means that the mechanism that turns the multiplier negative before spending expires seems to be very general. It is visible in the empirical impulse responses obtained with different methods and predicted by economic models of different schools of thought.

In order to explain the mechanism we set up a simple neoclassical model and use phase diagram analysis to prove that the aggregate capital stock has to be below its laissez faire value when a temporary deficit spending program expires. This fact, together with the observation that around the time of expiry of fiscal stimulus the initially positive effect on employment has almost vanished, explains why aggregate output (produced by capital and labor) is below laissez faire level as well. Naturally, we are not able to prove the generality of this result in a more complex new-Keynesian model because phase diagram analysis becomes impossible to perform. The evidence presented
above, however, suggests that the mechanism is also operative in a new-Keynesian setting that allows for time-varying capital stock.

In Section 4–6 we set up an extended version of the model, calibrate it for the US, and show the mechanism “at work”. In Section 5 we illustrate the quantitative implications of spending program initiated when the economy is situated at the steady state, i.e. we re-investigate the usual scenario in quantitative macro, here with special focus on the termination period of spending. In Section 6 we consider the case in which fiscal stimulus kicks in when the economy is in a recession. We investigate alternative assumptions about the severity of the recession, the size of the impact multiplier, and the scale and duration of the stimulus program and show how in each case the government spending program slows down economic recovery in the medium run. We do not address, however, a special phenomenon that has dominated the recent debate on the fiscal stimulus, the “zero lower bound” (see, for example, Christiano et al., 2011). We think that this omission can be justified, firstly, because we lack empirical evidence that the multiplier at expiry of deficit spending should be different in that case and, secondly, because we want to contribute to the understanding of a phenomenon which seems to occur with some generality rather than to elaborate on what could perhaps be different in a very special situation.

Aside from this constraint, our experiments show that results are quantitatively very similar independent from the cause of a recession. We model the cause of a recession, inspired by Chari et al. (2007), as either an efficiency wedge or a labor wedge. Chari et al. (2007) have shown that any actual business cycle can be reproduced by the standard real business cycle model with four wedges and that for the two examples investigated, the Great Depression and the 1982 recession, the efficiency wedge and the labor wedge account for essentially all of the fluctuations. We are thus confident that our result, which we can prove – constrained by mathematical complexity – only within the neoclassical framework, is much broader and covers many real world recessions and deficit spending policies.

---

3 Ohanian (2010) applies the methodology to the recession of 2007-2009 in high income countries. He finds that most of the recession is captured by an increasing efficiency wedge. A notable exception is the US, where the bulk of the recession is captured by an increasing labor wedge. There exists a large literature applying the neoclassical business cycle model to the Great Depression. An incomplete list includes Cole and Ohanian (2002, 2004), Kehoe and Prescott (2002, 2007), and Chari et al. (2002).
2. The Model

In order to convey the intuition for our main result easily we begin with reconsidering the standard real business cycle model (King et al., 1988, King and Rebelo, 1999). Later on, in the numerical section, we add various taxes and frictions and investigate quantitative implications. In order to make inferences from phase diagram analysis the model is stated in continuous time. The economy is populated by a continuum of identical households of measure 1. Each household has preferences over private and public consumptions goods and leisure and maximizes intertemporal utility (1).

\[
\max_{c, \ell} \int_0^\infty \left( \log(c) + \beta \left( \frac{1 - \ell}{1 - \gamma} - 1 \right) + \xi \frac{G^{1-\eta} - 1}{1 - \eta} \right) e^{-\rho t} \, dt. \tag{1}
\]

Here, \(c\) denotes consumption of private goods, \(G\) consumption of public goods (government purchases), and \(\ell\) labor supply, \(\rho\) is the time preference rate, \(1/\gamma\) the elasticity of intertemporal substitution for leisure, and \(1/\eta\) the elasticity of intertemporal substitution for consumption of public goods. The assumption of power utility for leisure nests three popular cases (Ludvigson, 1996). For \(\gamma \to \infty\), labor is inelastically supplied, for \(\gamma = 1\) utility is logarithmic in leisure as frequently assumed in the real business cycle literature, and for \(\gamma = 0\) utility is linear in leisure as suggested by the indivisible labor model of Hansen (1985) and Rogerson (1988). The latter constitutes an important limiting case for the subsequent analysis since it implies the most elastic labor supply (an infinite Frisch elasticity).

Households face the budget constraint (2).

\[
\dot{a} = w\ell + ra - c - T, \tag{2}
\]

where \(a\) denotes asset holdings, \(w\) is the wage rate, \(r\) the interest rate, and \(T\) is a lump-sum tax paid to the government. As usual, the first order conditions for problem (1)–(2) provide the Ramsey rule (3) and the optimal trade-off between consumption and leisure (4).

\[
\frac{\dot{c}}{c} = r - \rho \tag{3}
\]

\[
w = \frac{\beta c}{(1 - \ell)^\gamma}. \tag{4}
\]
The government finances public goods expenditure $G$ and interest payments on debt $rb$ by taxes $T$ and new debt $\dot{b}$. Its budget constraint is given by (5).

$$\dot{b} + T = G + rb.$$ (5)

Government bonds are held by households together with capital $k$ implying that total assets are defined by (6).

$$a \equiv k + b.$$ (6)

A representative firm employs capital and labor and produces output according to a Cobb-Douglas technology $y = Ak^{\alpha}l^{1-\alpha}$ where $A$ denotes aggregate factor productivity. At an equilibrium on the factor market, factor prices equal their marginal product such that $r = A\alpha k^{\alpha-1}l^{1-\alpha} - \delta$ and $w = (1 - \alpha)Ak^{\alpha-1}l^{1-\alpha}$. At an equilibrium on the goods market, output is used for private and public consumption, and gross investment $\dot{k} + \delta k$, where $\delta$ denotes the rate of depreciation. This means that aggregate capital evolves according to (7).

$$\dot{k} = y - c - \delta k - G.$$ (7)

Finally we re-establish the intertemporal budget constraints for government and households. Integrating the flow budget constraint (5) and applying the no-Ponzi-game condition $\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\int_0^t r(u)du}b(t)dt = 0$ we obtain (8) and integrating the flow budget constraint (2), applying the no-Ponzi-game condition $\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\int_0^t r(u)du}k(t)dt = 0$, using the capital market equilibrium (6), and inserting the government budget constraint (8) we obtain the household budget constraint (9).

$$0 = b(0) + \int_0^\infty (G - T)e^{-\int_0^u r(u)du}ds$$

$$\int_0^\infty c e^{-\int_0^u r(u)du}ds = k(0) + \int_0^\infty w\ell e^{-\int_0^u r(u)du}ds - \int_0^\infty G e^{-\int_0^u r(u)du}ds.$$ (9)

3. The Government Spending Multiplier: Theory

3.1. Intuition. In the tradition of the theoretical literature on the output multiplier of government spending we begin with a subsection that develops some preliminary intuition for our main result. With contrast to the earlier literature we shift the focus from the impact multiplier to the multiplier at the end of a deficit spending program and argue that capital stock and output fall short of their laissez-faire values when a fiscal stimulus program expires.
In order to develop the intuition it is instructive to compare a temporary expenditure program with a permanent increase of government expenditure under the normalizing assumption that both policies entail the same present value \(\int_0^\infty G e^{-\int_0^s r(u) du} ds\). Obviously, this implies that expenditure is (much) higher for the temporary spending program during the periods in which spending is operative. Furthermore, suppose that both permanent and temporary expenditures are financed with the same time series of lump-sum taxes. This means for the temporary expenditure program that tax revenue during the spending phase is much lower than expenditure. The policy thus constitutes a deficit-financed fiscal stimulus.

Recall that within the neoclassical setup a permanent increase of government expenditure increases long-run output permanently through the wealth effect, i.e. the long-run multiplier is positive. Focusing on a temporary expenditure program of the same present value is thus a disciplining device. It guarantees that our result that the multiplier turns negative before the expenditure program expires is not driven by the wealth effect. If we furthermore assume for a moment that labor is supplied inelastically, we can infer from (9) that the two expenditure programs reduce private consumption in present value terms by exactly the same amount.

Generally, if labor is supplied elastically, households react on the negative wealth effect not only by consuming less but also by supplying more labor since consumption and leisure are normal goods. More labor supply leads to a higher marginal product of capital and a higher interest rate. In case of a permanent rise of government expenditure, it is a well-known result that higher interest rates spur investment such that the capital stock raises gradually. Since this in turn depresses the interest rate, the economy moves towards a new steady-state at which the interest rate returns to its initial level (and equals the time preference rate) whereas both capital and labor are permanently higher than initially. The output multiplier is positive (see e.g. Aiyagari et al., 1992, Baxter and King, 1993).

Turning towards the temporary expenditure program, imagine for a moment that households choose the same response of consumption and labor supply as under the permanent program. Facing the same present value of government expenditure, households would indeed respond in exactly the same way if interest rates stay constant. Actually, however, there is a dampening effect via the interest rate at work, but its magnitude is of second order such that the approximation error seems to be justified by the insight gained. The fact that households choose the same path of consumption and labor supply under both government expenditure policies implies that savings \(\dot{a}\) also follows
the same path under both expenditure policies. Yet, households facing the temporary expenditure policy buy (much) more bonds ($\hat{b}$).

In order to understand why households restructure their asset holdings, recall that government expenditure is higher “per period” (per unit of time) for the temporary program because the same total expenditure in net present value terms is concentrated on a much smaller time span. Consequently, the government’s demand for capital ($\hat{b}$) is also higher in each period for the temporary program. Formally, this can be seen by the government’s budget constraint (5). On impact, taxes $T$ and interest on debt $rb$ are equal for both spending programs. The right hand side of the budget constraint (5) is the same for both policies. But because the government has to finance a higher level of expenditure $G$ when the temporary policy is operative, it has to issue more new debt $\hat{b}$ (left hand side of the budget constraint). Capital market equilibrium ($\hat{a} = \hat{k} + \hat{b}$) then requires that savings in terms of government bonds are higher and savings in private capital are lower than under the permanent expenditure policy. As a result, the private capital stock declines when the fiscal stimulus program is active. For the same reason, private investment and capital stock rise again after the termination of fiscal stimulus policy. Since the temporary policy has left all “fundamentals” unchanged, capital stock and output converge from below towards their initial steady-states.\footnote{Note that – because of Ricardian equivalence – a similar mechanism would be at work if the expenditure program were financed by lump taxes. Higher taxes during the expenditure phase reduce households’ disposable income and thus investment in private capital. Consequently the private capital stock is predicted to fall during the fiscal stimulus program.}

So far, capital supply was assumed to be the same for both spending policies such that the temporary expenditure program crowds out investment of $\hat{b} = G - T$; a crowding out which, by construction, does not occur under the permanent policy. In reality, fortunately, the implications of fiscal stimulus are somewhat less grim since there is a dampening effect at work. This is so because less private investment gradually reduces the capital stock, which in turn raises the return on capital and increases the incentive to save. This (second order) effect somewhat mitigates the negative effect of the temporary spending program on investment.

The result that capital stock is decreasing when deficit spending is active and increasing after it expired is explained by the equilibrium on capital markets and the fact that households follow a smooth path for savings. Capital market equilibrium requires that households buy additional
government bonds during the stimulus phase. Trying to keep savings smooth, households reduce private investment during the stimulus program in order to buy government bonds and expand private investment afterwards.

It should be noted that the negative response of consumption follows logically from the neoclassical framework but is not driving the result of negative multiplier at time of stimulus expiry. A positive response of consumption to fiscal stimulus, as found by some VAR analyses (Blanchard and Perotti, 2002) would, in fact, strengthen our result. Rising private and government consumption would imply, that even less of aggregate output is spent on private investment and that the capital stock is driven even further below steady-state level. Essential for our result is that private investment responds negatively to deficit spending. A negative response of investment seems to be a broadly observed phenomenon. It is reported by almost all empirical studies on fiscal stimulus, using different methods of identification (e.g. Ramey, 2011b; Blanchard and Perotti, 2002; Barro and Redlick, 2011).

Because the mechanism is so general, our conclusion holds true regardless of the state of the economy. If, for example, the economy is recovering from recession, the time path of wages and interest rates differs from those at the steady state. Naturally, net present value of wage income and net present value of government expenditure deviate compared to an economy that was initially at its steady state. But since the recession affects net present value in the same way for temporary and permanent expenditure policies, we expect that the magnitude by which consumption, labor supply, and investment differs between both spending policies will be roughly the same, no matter whether the economy is initially at its steady state or in transition.

3.2. Phase Diagram Analysis. In this subsection we prove that capital falls below steady-state level before a temporary government spending program expires, a fact that explains that output falls below steady state level as well. Here we consider an economy resting at the steady-state when the government expenditure shock occurs. Later on we investigate an economy driven far below its steady-state position (by efficiency- or labor-wedges) before deficit spending is implemented. The larger part of the proof uses phase diagram analysis to show that the capital stock falls short of its steady-state value at the moment of expiry of fiscal stimulus. We begin with setting up the phase diagram for the economy, which consists of the differential equations (3) and (6), labor

---

5 This would also hold in an open economy setting in which the rest of the world holds government bonds, since excessive supply of government bonds would be settled by demand from home and abroad. Only if capital supply from the rest of the world is infinitely elastic and independent from the home-country’s level of debt, additional government bonds would exclusively be sold abroad and households would not have to change their portfolio.
supply according to (4), and production \( y = Ak^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha} \). Impulse responses for this economy can be represented in two-dimensional \( c - k \) space as displayed in the two panels of Figure 2.

The steady-state is where the \( \dot{c} = 0 \)-isocline and the \( \dot{k} = 0 \)-isocline intersect. Along the \( \dot{c} = 0 \)-isocline, the capital labor ratio \( k^*/\ell^* \) is determined by the time preference rate \( \rho \). From (3), \( \rho = \alpha A(k^*/\ell^*)^{\alpha-1} - \delta \). In contrast to the familiar phase diagram of the neoclassical growth model with exogenous labor (see e.g. Barro and Sala-i-Martin, 2004) the \( \dot{c} = 0 \)-isocline is not vertical. It is downward sloping because consumption and leisure are normal goods and households supply more labor at lower levels of consumption (see (4)). The smaller the Frisch elasticity of labor supply, the steeper the slope of the isocline. In the limit, when labor is supplied inelastically, the isocline becomes a vertical line. On the other hand, if the Frisch elasticity of labor supply becomes infinite \( (\gamma = 0) \), the isocline becomes a horizontal line. Figure 2 shows an intermediate case. In the Appendix we derive the isoclines formally.

The \( \dot{k} = 0 \)-isocline is obtained by setting (6) to zero and solving for \( c \); \( c = Ak^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha} - \delta k - G \). Here, the analysis coincides with the familiar textbook model: the isocline is increasing when the concave part stemming from the neoclassical production function is dominating and decreasing when the linear part stemming from depreciation is dominating. There exists a unique intersection of the isoclines and the resulting arrows of motion identify the equilibrium as a saddlepoint. The unique adjustment path after a change of government behavior is given by the movement along the stable saddlepath towards the steady-state.

It is instructive to begin the analysis with an inspection of adjustment dynamics after a permanent increase of government expenditure. Suppose the economy is situated initially at the steady-state A in Figure 2. More government expenditure reduces households’ claims on output, \( y - G \), and the \( \dot{k} = 0 \)-isocline shifts down. The \( \dot{c} = 0 \)-isocline remains unchanged. Because both consumption and leisure are normal goods, households respond to permanently lower income by consuming less and supplying more labor (the wealth effect). Higher labor supply increases the marginal product of capital and raises investment. The economy converges towards a steady state of higher aggregate capital, point C in Figure 2. Adjustment dynamics following a fiscal expansion are given by an instantaneous drop of private consumption, after which both capital and consumption increase along the stable saddlepath towards the new equilibrium. The economy jumps from A to B and then moves to C. The transition path is indicated by dashed lines in both panels of Figure 2.
Turning towards a temporary increase of government spending, we begin with assuming that $G$ increases unexpectedly at time $t_0$ and that the spending program is known to terminate at time $\tilde{t}$. Because households know in advance when the stimulus program ends, they adjust labor supply and investment already from $t_0$ onwards. Since there are no more surprises, there is only one jump of consumption and employment, namely at the moment when the economy is unexpectedly hit by the fiscal stimulus plan. Afterwards there are – by construction – no further shocks and any further jumps are ruled out by no-arbitrage. Formally, the first order condition for a utility maximum requires that the shadow price of capital, $\lambda = 1/c$, is continuous and thus consumption is continuous.

Because there cannot be any further jumps, and because any trajectory which is not starting on the stable saddlepath will never arrive at the steady-state, the economy has to be on the saddlepath and moving towards point A when deficit spending expires (i.e. at time $\tilde{t}$) and the “pre-shock” saddlepoint dynamics apply again. The fact that the state variable capital stock cannot jump implies that initial consumption after the shock $c(t_0)$ is found on a vertical line through point $k^*$. In Figure 2 this point is denoted by D on the dotted line through A.

---

$^6$ We could add more realism by assuming an announcement phase during which the spending program is known but not yet enacted and operative. This would increase the impact multiplier but would not affect the multiplier at time of expiry. We investigate announcement effects of fiscal policy by way of phase diagram analysis in Strulik and Trimborn (2010).
In order understand adjustment dynamics note that as long as the expenditure program is active the grey arrows of motion, associated with steady-state C, apply. When the expenditure program expires, the black arrows of motion, associated with the initial steady-state A, apply again. The impulse response dynamics of consumption can thus be figured out by following the directions indicated by the grey arrow field for the period from $t_0$ to $\tilde{t}$. In doing so, it is straightforward to rule out any initial consumption levels above $A$ and below $B$. In these cases the consumption path would never meet the stable saddlepath at time $\tilde{t}$. Within the remaining feasible range for $c(0)$, between point A and B, we have to distinguish two cases, depending on the duration of the expenditure plan. These cases are shown in the left and right panel of Figure 2.

If the duration of the expenditure program is sufficiently short, households choose initial consumption above the $\dot{k} = 0$–isocline associated with steady-state C (i.e. within the interval AF) In this case, investment jumps down when the expenditure program starts and remains below steady-state level for the whole duration of the expenditure program. As a consequence, capital stock declines continuously until “fiscal stimulus” expires and the economy hits the stable saddlepath at a lower level of capital compared to the original steady state $k^*$. The resulting trajectory ADEA is shown by the solid line in the left panel of Figure 2.

The case of a long-lasting but still temporary expenditure program is shown in the right panel of Figure 2. Here, households choose initial consumption below the $\dot{k} = 0$–isocline associated with steady-state C (i.e. within the interval FB), implying that investment increases initially. Following the grey vector field, it is evident that the impulse response of investment soon turns negative (when the trajectory crosses the $\dot{k} = 0$–isocline). Again capital stock falls below its initial steady-state while the expenditure program is still active and the economy hits the stable saddlepath in point E at a lower level of capital than $k^*$. The resulting trajectory ADEA for the second case is indicated by a solid line in the right panel of Figure 2.

Intuitively, investment is above steady-state level initially because a longer spending program reduces household wealth more pronouncedly and triggers more labor supply. This in turn implies a relatively high marginal product of capital. At the beginning of the spending program, households respond to this incentive by saving more. After some time, however, the crowding out effect on investment becomes dominating and investment falls again below steady-state level. The main result that capital stock falls short of its steady-state level at the time of expiry is thus independent from the duration of fiscal stimulus.
Real world fiscal stimulus, designed to shorten a recession, typically belongs to the first category (left panel). Numerical experiments with our calibration for the US from Section 4 show that expenditure programs shorter than 7.5 years lead to an immediate drop of investment. Moreover, for really long expenditure programs the initial phase of higher investment turns out to be relatively short. For example, for a 10 year expenditure program we find that investment falls below steady-state level after the first two years and stays there for the remaining eight years of “fiscal stimulus”.

The fact that aggregate capital is below its steady-state level at the time of expiry of fiscal stimulus explains why output is below steady-state level as well. Output is produced from capital and labor such that, in principle, it could be above steady-state level if employment is far above steady-state level at that time and overcompensates the negative effect from aggregate capital. Such a behavior however would contradict the basic mechanism of the neoclassical growth model. In order to see this, note that the economy, at the point of expiry of fiscal stimulus is situated on the stable saddlepath and that, thus, the remaining transition towards the steady-state coincides with the transition of an economy starting with below steady-state endowment of physical capital. The basic feature of the neoclassical growth model is to explain why an economy less well endowed with capital per capita produces less GDP per capita. This feature is generally preserved when the neoclassical growth model is extended by elastic labor supply (morphing it into a business cycle model).

We acknowledge that our main result is not robust against any manipulation of the neoclassical model. But, following the logic explained above, these need to be manipulations that overturn the basic message of the neoclassical growth model, i.e. manipulations implying that, ceteris paribus, economies less well equipped with physical capital produce more GDP. Specifically, it can be shown that the integration of variable capital utilization into the model has the power to change our main result if utilization rates respond sufficiently strongly to changes of the interest rate. However, it can be shown that this is precisely the case when the model generates counterfactual growth dynamics (for a detailed investigation see Strulik and Trimborn, 2013).

4. Calibration of an Extended Model

In order to add more realism we augment the basic model by various taxes, an efficiency wedge and a labor wedge. We calibrate the model such that the multiplier of a permanent expenditure program as well as the impact multiplier of a temporary expenditure program is positive and – compared to empirical studies – of average size. We then show that GDP falls short of its laissez faire level
before fiscal stimulus expires and we investigate for an economy that experiences a recession how
fiscal stimulus slows down economic recovery.

Our modeling of recession-causing shocks is inspired by Chari et al.’s (2007) “equivalence results”.
Chari et al. show that a large variety of business cycle models is equivalent to a prototype model
with wedges for efficiency, labor, investment, and government consumption. Moreover, they show
that almost all business cycle dynamics of past US recessions can be accounted for by the efficiency
wedge and the labor wedge. The efficiency wedge can (but need not) be motivated by input-financing
frictions. The labor wedge can (but need not) be motivated by labor market frictions and sticky
wages. Here we assume that a shock has driven either the productivity wedge or the labor wedge
out of its steady-state and that the distortion returns gradually to its steady-state position.

4.1. Model Extension. For the efficiency wedge we assume that total factor productivity $A$ follows
a first-order autoregressive process. Initially, at time 0 an exogenous shock has driven $A$ down by
$A_0$. From the level $(A^* - A_0)$ factor productivity converges towards its steady state value $A^*$ at
constant rate $\sigma$ as shown in (10). Linguistically, we address $(A^* - A(t))$ as the efficiency wedge. The
severity of a recession is thus increasing in the efficiency wedge. The labor wedge $\omega$ is introduced as
a distortion of the marginal rate of substitution between consumption and leisure and the marginal
product of labor beyond the “normal” distortion caused by labor income taxes. At the steady-state
$\omega = 0$. The severity of a recession is increasing in the labor wedge $\omega(t)$. From the initial value $\omega_0$
the labor wedge returns to zero at constant rate $\sigma$ as shown in (11).

$$A(t) = A^* - A_0 e^{-\sigma t}$$

$$\omega(t) = \omega_0 e^{-\sigma t}.$$ (10)

Furthermore we integrate into the basic model a set of taxes. We assume that households pay
taxes on interest income at rate $\tau_a$, on labor income at rate $\tau_w$ and on consumption at rate $\tau_c$. This
implies that the household budget constraint modifies to (12) and the government budget constraint
modifies to (13).

$$\dot{a} = (1 - \tau_w)w \ell + (1 - \tau_a)ra - (1 + \tau_c)c - T.$$ (12)

$$\dot{b} + \tau_w w \ell + \tau_a r k + \tau_c c + T = rb + G.$$ (13)
The households’ first order conditions for maximizing (1) subject to (12) modify to (14) and (15) and aggregate capital accumulates according to (16).

\[
\begin{align*}
\dot{c} &= r - \rho \tag{14} \\
\frac{1 - \tau_w}{1 - \tau_c}(1 - \omega)w &= \frac{c\beta}{(1 - \ell)^\gamma} \tag{15} \\
\dot{k} &= y - c - \delta k - gy - \omega w\ell = (1 - g - \omega)y - c - \delta y. \tag{16}
\end{align*}
\]

We define the output multiplier of government spending by comparing a scenario in which the government runs a deficit spending program with a laissez-faire scenario. Specifically, the multiplier is defined as the deviation of stimulated output from laissez faire output divided by the additional government spending, i.e. \(\Delta Y(t)/\Delta G(t)\). This multiplier captures the effect of additional government spending on output at a particular point of time. Naturally, the multiplier is only defined as long as fiscal stimulus is active.

So far the literature has mainly focussed on the impact multiplier \(\Delta Y(0)/\Delta G(0)\) or on the multiplier at times when additional government spending peaks. Here we focus on the multiplier at the end of a temporary spending program. This definition of a multiplier should not be confused with the definition of a present value multiplier, which measures the change of net present value of output in terms of net present value of government spending. The present value multiplier is generally a useful measure to assess the overall impact of a spending program. For the present paper, however, its use would conceal our main object of investigation: the performance of the economy at the end of a spending program.

4.2. Calibration. We calibrate the model with US data in line with the existing RBC literature on fiscal policy and government expenditure. Parameter values for tax rates, government share, capital share, depreciation rate, and time preference are taken from Strulik and Trimborn’s (2012) recent calibration of the RBC model with US data. We set \(\rho\) such that the real interest equals 6 percent per year (as in Barro et al., 1995) and we set \(\beta\) such that households in equilibrium supply a quarter of their time on the labor market. At the pre-shock steady-state the government purchases 18 percent of output, i.e. \(g \equiv G/y = 0.18\). Altogether these values imply an investment rate of 20.5 percent. Table 1 summarizes the setup of parameters.
The quantitative results depend of course crucially on the assumed power of the government spending multiplier. Unfortunately the literature has not yet converged towards a generally accepted value for the multiplier. We try to meet the involved uncertainty by defining a reasonable benchmark case and by providing sensitivity analysis. For the benchmark case we set $\gamma = 1.5$, which implies a long-run multiplier of 0.89 for a permanent increase of government purchases. This value lies in the middle of Barro’s (1981) estimate of 0.62 and Baxter and King’s (1993) estimate of 1.16.

Since we embarked on this project, several studies provided new estimates of the multiplier. Barro and Redlick (2011) estimate a long-run multiplier between 0.5 and 0.6 (depending on the period of investigation) and Hall (2009) provided estimates between 0.13 and 0.56. Both studies infer the multiplier from military expenditures. Ramey (2011b) compiles a richer set of government spending variables and estimates a multiplier between 0.6 and 1.2 depending on estimation method and the time period investigated. Interestingly, Ramey does not find that the multiplier is larger when the interest rate is close to zero (as it was in the 1939–1945 period). Ramey (2011a) surveys the earlier and recent quantitative literature on the government spending multiplier. Below we take the implied uncertainty about the “correct” size of spending multiplier into account by providing robustness checks of our results.

We define as “laissez-faire” the policy that keeps total purchases $G$ constant. This assumption is in contrast to the standard RBC modeling where laissez faire means that the government maintains a constant GDP share of purchases $g = G/y$. Holding $G$ constant instead, adds more realism to our model since it implies that the GDP share of government purchases rises after a negative shock of GDP already under laissez faire, i.e. without the additional expenditure triggered by the shock. We have checked that our results remain qualitatively unchanged if “laissez faire” is defined by a constant GDP share of government purchases.

For the computation of adjustment dynamics we apply the relaxation algorithm, which is in detail described in Trimborn et al. (2008). The method does not require linearization around the steady-state or any other transformation of the original dynamic system. It provides the exact solution (up to a user-specified error) irrespective of the deviation from steady-state and is thus a reliable tool for the investigation of big shocks, i.e. of an economy far away from its steady-state.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau_a$</th>
<th>$\tau_w$</th>
<th>$\tau_c$</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>$A^*$</th>
<th>$A_0$</th>
<th>$\omega^*$</th>
<th>$\omega_0$</th>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\delta$</th>
<th>$\rho$</th>
<th>$g$</th>
<th>$\gamma$</th>
<th>$\ell^*$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.038</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In order to explore the dark side of fiscal stimulus we begin with a scenario in which a government spending shock is experienced at the steady-state and investigate the implied adjustment dynamics for investment, employment and output. We then consider how a temporary government expenditure program affects the speed of recovery from a recession. We substantiate the claim that the result of a negative multiplier in the medium run holds true irrespective of whether a fiscal expansion is put into effect in good times (at the steady-state) or in bad times when the economy has been hit by a recession. The numerical experiments allow for a quantitative assessment of the slowdown from recovery caused by “fiscal stimulus”.

5. Responses to Fiscal Stimulus Experienced at the Steady-State

In this section we investigate the impulse responses when the economy is at the steady-state originally, as commonly assumed in quantitative business cycle experiments. Inspired by the VAR results we assume that our benchmark fiscal stimulus program lasts for 4 years. In our first experiment we relate directly to the phase diagram analysis by assuming that government expenditure increases by the same amount in any quarter for 4 years and then returns immediately to its steady-state level, i.e. the government shock is “rectangular”. Specifically we consider an increase of $G$ by 2 percent of GDP per year. In our second experiment we re-investigate the hump shaped expenditure path extracted from Ramey (2011b) that we have used in the introduction.

Figure 3 shows impulse responses to the rectangular spending shock. Qualitatively, impulse responses confirm our results from phase diagram analysis. Fiscal stimulus very effectively raises employment and GDP at impact but it also drives private investment below steady-state level. This means that the aggregate capital stock is declining as long as fiscal stimulus is operative. At time of expiry of fiscal stimulus investment and capital stock reach their lowest level. In combination the responses of the inputs, capital and labor, imply that GDP falls below steady-state level in quarter 12, i.e. about a year before stimulus expires. The output multiplier of spending is about 0.4 on impact and then declines continuously and turns negative in quarter 12.

We next consider the hump shaped spending shock extracted from Ramey (2011b) that we already explored in the introduction. The impulse responses predicted by the model are shown in Figure 4. They can be confronted with the empirical impulse responses estimated by Ramey for a similar shock (The right hand side panels of Figure IV in Ramey, 2011b). GDP peaks at about the third quarter, declines afterwards and falls below steady-state level at about quarter 12. Investment is initially
Impulse responses for a 4 year government spending shock of 2 percent of GDP annually. All variables are measured in terms of deviation from their steady-state. GDP and investment are measured in percentage units of steady-state GDP; capital, employment and consumption are measured in percentage units of their own steady-state level. The multiplier is measured as $\Delta Y(t) / \Delta G(t)$. See text for details.

shortly positive (due to the anticipation effect), falls below steady-state level in the third quarter and reaches a trough at about the ninth quarter, after which it returns, mildly overshooting, towards steady-state level.

6. Recovery From Recession

Sometimes fiscal stimulus sets in when the economy is in a recession. If fiscal stimulus was caused by a war this might be purely incidentally but we could also imagine that being in a recession was actually the motivation for the fiscal stimulation of the economy. Based on the knowledge derived from steady-state analysis we then expect that stimulus is helpful to raise employment and GDP above laissez faire level on impact but slows down economic recovery in the medium run. At time of expiry of fiscal stimulus we expect GDP to be below laissez faire level. In the following we verify
Impulse responses for the hump shaped spending shock extracted from Ramey (2011b), see Introduction. All variables are measured in terms of deviation from their steady-state. GDP, government expenditure, and investment are measured in percentage units of steady-state GDP; employment is measured in percentage units of steady-state employment.

We model a recession by either an increasing efficiency wedge (the $A$-scenario) or an increasing labor wedge (the $\omega$-scenario). For the benchmark case we adjust either $A_0$, or $\omega_0$ such that an output gap of 7 percent below steady-state level results. The rate of recovery, $\sigma$, is assumed in both scenarios such that half of the original GDP gap is closed after two years by setting $\sigma = 0.4$. We also provide sensitivity analysis with respect to the duration and scale of the spending program and with respect to the assumed size of output multiplier of government spending on impact. Throughout we focus on chronologically equally distributed, i.e. “rectangular” spending programs. In our benchmark scenario we assume that the government reacts to the recession with a deficit-financed fiscal stimulus of $\Delta G$ such that $\Delta g = 0.02$ for 4 years.

The economy is predicted to recover quite differently under the $A$-scenario and the $\omega$-scenario. In particular, the initial slump of factor inputs is much harder under the $\omega$-scenario. This result is
not surprising. It follows naturally from the fact that, if productivity $A$ stays constant, the initial drop of output $A k^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha}$ has to be explained solely by the drop of labor input $\ell$. Consequently, the government expenditure program is less successful in rising employment under the $\omega$-scenario. But notwithstanding these large differences, fiscal stimulus is predicted to crowd out about the same investment under both scenarios. This fact explains why there is actually little difference discernable across the two types of recessions once we focus on the deviation of GDP from its level under laissez faire recovery.

Figure 5 shows the deviation of GDP from its steady-state level under laissez faire recovery for the two recessions and alternative duration of the spending program. For the benchmark case, reflected by solid lines, fiscal stimulus expires after 4 years. On impact, deficit spending raises output by about 0.9 percent above laissez-faire level with subsequently decreasing lead. During an initial period, immediately after deficit spending becomes operative, the positive effect on GDP through employment dominates. The negative effect through falling investment is not yet effective because capital stock is a state variable, i.e. it cannot jump and adjusts slowly over time.

After some time, however, the effect of dampened and delayed investment becomes dominating. After about 3 years, at a time when the economy has closed about 60 percent of the initial gap, and when deficit spending is still running for one more year, the negative investment effect becomes dominating and GDP falls below its laissez-faire level. The greatest distance from laissez-faire recovery is reached at the time when deficit spending is terminated, after which the “stimulated” economy converges towards the laissez-faire path from below, catching up the loss as time goes to infinity.

We next assume that the same total increase of government outlays is stretched over an alternative number of years. A longer spread of the stimulus thus reduces the expenditure per year. To be specific, we assume that the total outlays of our benchmark case are either spent over 2 years, implying $\Delta g = 0.04$ annually, or over 6 years, implying $\Delta g = 0.013$. Dashed lines show the implied deviation from laissez faire when total outlays are spent over 2 years and dotted lines show results for the 6-year spending program. If deficit spending is performed over a shorter period of time, the triggered initial increase of GDP is stronger and of shorter duration, and the fall below laissez-faire

---

7 In an earlier version of this paper we investigated in detail the impulse responses of various macro-economic aggregates for an $A$-recession and for an $\omega$-recession with and without fiscal stimulus (Strulik and Trimborn, 2011). There we investigated also alternative assumptions about the severity of the recession and its persistence and showed that these features have little impact on results once we focussed on the predicted deviation of stimulated GDP from laissez faire recovery.
Figure 5: Recovery from Recession and the Timing of Deficit Spending

Recovery from an output drop of 7 percent below steady-state level caused by an efficiency wedge (left) and labor wedge (right). The figures shows deviation of GDP from its level under laissez faire recovery. Solid lines: benchmark case (4 years deficit spending). dashed lines: 2 years deficit spending, dotted lines: 6 years deficit spending.

is harder. The opposite is true for a prolonged spending program. Regardless of the duration of the stimulus, the deviation from laissez faire after expiry of fiscal stimulus follows almost the same path. The result reflects the fact that the induced loss of permanent income depends mainly on total government purchases, which have been assumed to be the same in all three cases.

Apparently, each of these spending schedules causes GDP to fall below steady state at some point of time. If expenditures are concentrated on the first periods, GDP declines very fast, falls below steady state soon and goes through a deep and long-lasting slack period. If the expenditure plan is more persistent (but starts at a lower level), output gains are more sustainable and output falls below steady state at a later point of time.

We next investigate the deviation from laissez-faire recovery for alternative assumptions about the power of the output multiplier. Since all multipliers are decaying over time and turn negative eventually, we measure the power of a multiplier by the change in output that would be provoked if the increase of government expenditure were permanent. As a rule, a high multiplier for permanent expenditure is associated with a high impact multiplier for temporary expenditure.

In Figure 6 solid lines reiterate the benchmark case. Dashed lines reflect the outcome when \( \gamma = 5 \). In this case the implied Frisch elasticity is 3/5, closer to the micro estimates (e.g. Pencavel, 1986). The weaker response of employment implies a reduction of the long-run multiplier from 0.89 to 0.54. The impact multiplier of the temporary program declines from 0.43 to 0.21. Dotted lines
Figure 6: Robustness w.r.t. Magnitude of the Government Multiplier

Recovery from an output drop of 7 percent below steady-state level caused by an efficiency wedge (left) and labor wedge (right). Solid lines: benchmark case, dashed lines: $\gamma = 5$, dotted lines: $\gamma = 1$, dashed-dotted lines $\gamma = 0$.

show the result for the case of $\gamma = 1$, which is frequently investigated in the RBC literature. Then, the implied Frisch elasticity of labor supply assumes a value of 3 and the long-run multiplier of government spending is 0.97 (impact multiplier 0.50). Finally, dashed-dotted lines reflect the case of $\gamma = 0$, i.e. the case when labor enters linearly in utility. This assumption gets theoretical foundation from the indivisible labor approach and has been very popular in the RBC literature as well. In this case the long-run multiplier is 1.22 and the impact multiplier of the spending temporary program is 0.73.

Naturally, our main finding that GDP falls below its level under laissez-faire recovery before deficit spending ends (at year 4) is obtained regardless of the assumed power of the multiplier. The model produces more optimistic predictions for the short run when the multiplier is more powerful. In this case the positive effect through higher employment is stronger such that the initial impact is larger and the fall below laissez faire is smaller. The negative effect through delayed investment, however, is never overturned. On the other hand, if the implied labor supply elasticity is closer to what micro-econometricians suggest and the long-run multiplier is smaller than assumed by our benchmark scenario, the fall of GDP below laissez-faire level happens earlier and is harder.

Finally we consider alternative scales of the deficit spending. In conjunction with the surprisingly small impact of the ARRA fiscal stimulus on recovery from recession, it has been argued that the spending program was “too small”. We know already from the theoretical part of the paper that our main result is independent from size. A quantitative investigation is nevertheless interesting.
since it reveals a trade-off: A large deficit spending program leads to a large improvement of GDP on impact and a large relapse of GDP below the laissez-faire recovery level at time of expiry.

The trade-off is demonstrated in Figure 7 where solid lines reiterate adjustment dynamics of the benchmark model. Dashed lines show adjustment dynamics when the increase of government purchases is much higher than assumed for our benchmark scenario ($\Delta g = 0.01$, dotted lines: $\Delta g = 0.03$).

7. Final Remarks

In this paper we have investigated the phenomenon that output falls below its steady-state level before a deficit spending program expires. This phenomenon is observed from VAR analysis and predicted by neoclassical and new-Keynesian business cycle models alike. Although the undershooting of output appears as a general phenomenon it has so far never attracted the attention of economic research and thus it has not yet been explained by economic theory. In order to explain this dark side of fiscal stimulus we set up a simple business cycle model and have formally shown that the aggregate capital stock has to be below laissez faire level before a deficit spending program expires. This explains why output falls short of its steady-state level as well. If deficit spending sets off in a
recession this means that it slows down recovery in the medium run. Before deficit spending expires, GDP falls short of its level under laissez-faire recovery.

It is perhaps appropriate to emphasize that we have never employed a welfare argument and thus have not argued against deficit spending as such. Temporarily increasing government spending could be very sensible in order to reduce individual hardships after a severe shock and may even raise aggregate welfare. We have just tried to explain why fiscal stimulus has a dark side. The price of a boost of GDP and employment on impact is paid later on, when recovery turns out to be slower than under laissez-faire. This price is not paid in a very distant future (by the next generation) but relatively soon, before deficit spending expires.
Appendix

Derivation of the $\dot{c} = 0$ isocline. From $\dot{c} = 0$ the capital-labor ratio is given by

$$\frac{k}{\ell} = \left( \frac{A\alpha}{\delta + \rho} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}}.$$

We differentiate the households’ first order condition

$$c = \frac{(1-\ell)^{\gamma}w}{\beta} = \frac{1-\alpha}{\beta} A(1-\ell)^{\gamma} \left( \frac{k}{\ell} \right)^{\alpha}$$

keeping $k/\ell$ constant and obtain

$$\frac{dc}{d\ell} \bigg|_{\dot{c}=0} = -\frac{\gamma c}{1-\ell} < 0.$$

We thus calculate the slope of $\dot{c} = 0$ as

$$\frac{dc}{dk} = -\left( \frac{A\alpha}{\delta + \rho} \right)^{\frac{1}{1-\alpha}} \frac{\gamma c}{1-\ell} < 0.$$

For $\gamma \to \infty$ the $\dot{c} = 0$ line is vertical in the $(k, c)$-space, and for $\gamma = 0$ it is horizontal. For any other value it is downward sloping. Note that the $\dot{c} = 0$ isocline does not shift if government spending $G$ increases. Consumption is rising for a capital labor ratio above steady-state level, implying that the arrows of motion point upward to the right of the isocline. Consumption is falling for a capital labor ratio below steady-state level, arrows point downward to the left of the isocline.

Derivation of the $\dot{k} = 0$ isocline. From $\dot{k} = 0$ we get

$$c = Ak^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha} - \delta k - G$$

(18)

Together with equation (17) this provides (19)

$$\frac{1-\alpha}{\beta} A(1-\ell)^{\gamma} \left( \frac{k}{\ell} \right)^{\alpha} = Ak^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha} - \delta k - G$$

(19)

From (19) we calculate the differential $d\ell/dk$:

$$\frac{d\ell}{dk} \bigg|_{k=0} = -\frac{\alpha Ak^{\alpha-1} \ell^{1-\alpha} - \delta - \frac{\alpha c}{k}}{A(1-\alpha)k^\alpha \ell^{1-\alpha} + \frac{\alpha c}{k}} = -\frac{r - \frac{\alpha c}{k}}{w + \frac{\gamma c}{1-\ell} + \frac{\alpha c}{k}}.$$
In combination with equation (18) we calculate the slope of the \( \dot{k} = 0 \) isocline as

\[
\frac{dc}{dk} = A\alpha k^{\alpha-1}l^{1-\alpha} - \delta - Ak^\alpha(1 - \alpha)l^{-\alpha} \frac{r - \frac{\alpha c}{k}}{w + \frac{\alpha c}{1-l} + \frac{\alpha c}{lk}} = r + w \frac{\frac{\alpha c}{k} - r}{w + \frac{\alpha c}{1-l} + \frac{\alpha c}{lk}}.
\]

In case of inelastic labor supply the last term on the right hand side vanishes and \( dc/dk = r = \partial Y/\partial K - \delta \). In this case the slope would be positive and diminishing for low \( k \). Once the capital stock is larger than the golden rule capital stock, the slope would turn negative. The \( \dot{c} = 0 \) and \( \dot{k} = 0 \) isoclines intersects at a capital stock smaller than the golden rule capital stock where the slope of \( \dot{k} = 0 \) is positive.

Elastic labor supply changes the slope of the \( \dot{k} = 0 \) isocline. Since the economy produces with a Cobb-Douglas technology it is straightforward to calculate capital and labor income shares as \( \alpha y \) and \( (1 - \alpha)y \). We take \( (r + \delta)k = \alpha y \) and insert the steady state condition \( y = c + \delta k + G \) and get

\[
(r + \delta)k = \alpha(c + \delta k + G) \Leftrightarrow rk = \alpha c - (1 - \alpha)\delta k + \alpha G \Leftrightarrow r = \alpha \frac{c}{k} - (1 - \alpha)\delta + \alpha \frac{G}{k}.
\]

With this expression the slope modifies to

\[
\frac{dc}{dk} = r + w \frac{(1 - \alpha)\delta - \frac{\alpha G}{k}}{w + \frac{\alpha c}{1-l} + \frac{\alpha c}{lk}}.
\]

Hence, for \( G = 0 \) the slope of the isocline is steeper than for the case of inelastic labor supply. If \( G \) is sufficiently small, the intersection point of \( \dot{c} = 0 \) and \( \dot{k} = 0 \) is where \( dc/dk > 0 \). Capital is falling for values of consumption above the isocline (implying that arrows point to the left in this region), and rising for values of consumption below the curve (arrows point to the right).

Finally, we calculate how government spending shifts the \( \dot{k} = 0 \) isocline. Holding capital constant we get from \( \dot{k} = 0 \)

\[
\frac{dc}{dG} = -1 + A(1 - \alpha)k^\alpha l^{-\alpha} \frac{dl}{dG} = -1 + w \frac{dl}{dG}.
\]

If households would not adjust labor supply, one dollar extra government spending implies one dollar less of consumption for given capital stock. From equation (19) we get for constant \( k \)

\[
\frac{dl}{dG} \bigg|_{k=0} = \frac{1}{w + \frac{\alpha c}{1-l} + \frac{\alpha c}{lk}}.
\]
Together this implies

\[ \frac{dc}{dG} = -1 + \frac{w}{w + \frac{\gamma c}{1-\ell} + \frac{\alpha c}{\ell k}} < 0. \]

Hence, the \( \dot{k} = 0 \) isocline shifts down when government spending increases.
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